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Maka is a weapon meister, determined to turn her partner, a living scythe named Soul Eater, into a

powerful death scythe - the ultimate weapon of Death himself! Charged with the task of collecting

and devouring the tainted souls of ninety-nine humans and one witch, Maka and her fellow meisters

strive to master their weapons as they face off against the bizarre and dangerous minions of the

underworld. But the meisters' own personal quirks may prove a bigger obstacle than any sultry

enchantress!
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Two words sum up "Soul Eater's" overall flavor -- Halloween kitsch. Fortunately Atsushi Ohkubo's

horror/comedy manga has a bit more than its silly-spooky style going for it. While "Soul Eater,

Volume 1" spends most of its length introducing the trio of main characters (and their talking

weapons), it spins up some hilarious characters and plenty of bizarre supernatural

confrontations.Every scythe meister wants to have their shapeshifting weapon/partner turned into a

weapon worthy of Shinigami-sama. To do this, the weapon/partners must devour ninety-nine rotten

human souls, and one witch soul. In that order. If they screw up, they have to start again.As the

story begins, Maka and her brash partner Soul Eater have nabbed their ninety-ninth soul -- now they

just need a witch, and he'll be a Death Scythe. But their battle with the Witch Blair becomes a very

complicated one, since she's not only powerful but has some weird secrets of her own. In the

meantime, the narcissistic ninja Black Star and his partner Tsubaki have nabbed the last of their

souls... but to get a witch, he'll have to fight her bodyguard!And while these two are struggling,



Shinigami-sama's son Death the Kid is on a mission of his own with his twin pistol-partners -- they

have to infiltrate a pyramid infested by mummies, and clean it out. Too bad Kid's OCD is slowing

them down. And in the main story: Soul, Maka, Tsubaki and Black Star are all called in by

Shinigami-sama, who is assigning them a mission. They have to eradicate a former teacher who

has become a zombie and is attacking students -- and if the students don't succeed, they'll be

booted out of Death's special academy!
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